The consequences of fake signatures in the word
buy homework

It is important to understand that in life does not simply exist, but also successfully works such a
concept as the "law of meanness". And it will work just in your case. If the teacher learns about such
a crime, his actions and solutions in relation to the student may be the most unpredictable.
How to earn a teacher confidence?
Here are some common options:
1. The student limits himself to a strict reprimand and censure, while forever exhausted the limit of
trust in the teacher.
2. The student will be forced to renovate the exam, and its additional questions expect an increased
level of complexity.
3. The teacher will arrange a grand scandal and will require such an attacker to punish such an
attacker.
4. The teacher will insist on the sustainable deduction of the student from the university without the
right to restore.
5. The student will go to the teacher in the blacklist and he will make everything to be in a short time
with a deceiver.
Prospects are sad, so it is better to think about several times before you dare to such a risky act.
Fallation of the signature in the tile of good will not end
The chances that the fake signature in the counters will be perceived as the original, minimal;
Therefore, it is better not to joke with your further study at the university. In practice, many real
cases are known when students cruelly paid for their resourcefulness and ingenuity.
It would be better to send their brains in the right direction, then such problems with study did not
immediately arise.
Separate information for abnormals
Students of the day branch rarely go to such risky actions, but there is nothing particularly nothing to
lose. In this case, there are several significant advantages: the bonds are so rarely appearing within
the university's walls (per session) that the teacher checking almost no one does not remember any

of them.
Moreover, I will not remember the level of knowledge. This moment you can take advantage of your
own interests, and choose a teacher who will believe that seen.
The student of the correspondence department has a much more chance to fake the teacher's
signature and remain unparalleled. However, it is important to understand exactly, with which
teacher will be held such a number, and who of the principal - will defend the truth to the end.
For example, jokes are bad with teachers of profile items, since not one semester has to deal with
them. When issuing another assessment, the teacher will deploy the ditch on an unnecessary page
and simply will not recognize its own autograph. In this case, the problems cannot be avoided, the
deduction is not excluded.
If this "disposable" items that have to be survived throughout the semester, the chances of slipping
with a fake signature of the teacher at times increase.
Types (types) of teachers
In this case, it is necessary to observe the teacher throughout the semester, to study its principles
and approach to the learning process. If the teacher is looked at study, it will be difficult. If it is not
engaged in a "pink", but the "lecture sheet", then one student is less than one more - it does not
matter.

